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POLICE BLOTTER

Monday May 20, 2019

1300 An officer responded to 2217 Edwin C. Moses Blvd on a warrant service. He arrived and arrested Matthew E. Preston, w/m/43, 18-56347.

2156 An officer stopped a vehicle on S. Dixie at Bowman Ave and arrested Anthony R. Flowers, w/m/31, on a warrant. 19-20639.

0010 Officers responded to 2909 Aerial Ave on a disturbance. They arrived and arrested Jaleel A. Rasheed, b/m/21, for dom. violence. 19-20656.

Tuesday May 21, 2019

All quiet

Wednesday May 22, 2019

2002 An officer arrested Michael L. Varner, b/m/69, on a warrant. 19-20918.

0210 An officer checked on a man who was stumbling in the roadway at Robin and W. Dorothy. Brian W. Fugett, w/m/47, was arrested for disorderly conduct/pub. intox and carrying a concealed weapon. 19-20958.
Thursday May 23, 2019

1818 Officers responded to 1531 Moler, apt. C on a domestic call. They arrived and arrested Clayton S. Swartz, w/m/22, for dom. violence. 19-21044.

2152 An officer arrested Chris D. Somon, b/m/41, on a warrant. 19-21082.

2348 An officer was flagged down by a citizen at 2286 S. Smithville ref. a possible intox. subject. Deborah E. Williams, w/f/45, was arrested for disorderly conduct/pub. intox. 19-21098.

0115 Officers responded to an alarm on E. Dorothy and arrested Christian T. Cranmore, w/m/18, for disorderly cond/pub intox. 19-21112.

0200 Officers were at the Budget Inn, checking vehicle registrations, and located an entered stolen. The subjects driving the vehicle were found to be in room 267. Steven M. Ashley Sr, w/m/41, admitted to having the vehicle and was arrested for RSP. A second subject, Amber M. Dunlevy, w/f/25, was arrested on warrants. 19-21116.

0252 Officers responded to Ace Hardware at 1950 E. Stroop on an alarm. They arrived and arrested Michael D. Keller, w/m/38, who lied about his ID. He was arrested for B and E. 19-21120.

0508 Officers responded to 5478 N. Kettering Sq on a morals call. They arrived and arrested Joshua T. Szary, w/m/18, for rape. 19-21129.

Friday May 24, 2019

0859 An officer made a traffic stop and arrested Ken J. Robbins, w/m/41 on a warrant. 19-21146.

1007 Officers responded to 4627 Far Hills, apt 4-B on a disturbance. They arrived and arrested David R. Sweatt, w/m/33, on a warrant. 19-21151

1325 Officers responded to 5660 Coach Dr. on a welfare check. They arrived and arrested Terrance S. Sullivan, w/m/43, on a warrant. 19-21174.

1904 An officer made a traffic stop on Woodman at Adventure and arrested Zachary H. Watson, w/m/25, after finding felony narcotics. 19-21234.

2217 An officer made a traffic stop on S. Smithville at Oakdale and arrested Jodi L. Callison, w/f/42, on a warrant. 19-21260.
0325  Officers responded to Stroop/Cordell for an intox. male. They arrived & arrested Hunter L. Price, w/m/19, for disord. cond./pub. intox. 19-21291.

Saturday May 25, 2019

1240  An officer responded to KMH on a warrant service and arrested Gabriel Remigio Jones, b/m/22, on a warrant. 19-20773.

2252  An officer stopped a vehicle at Moler and Smithville and arrested Joshua E. Ross, w/m/40, after a short foot pursuit on active warrants. He was also charged with failure to comply and obstruction. 19-21392.

0230  Officers responded to a crash in the 2100 block of Hewitt. The arrested Eric E. Mullinix, w/m/39, for OVI. 19-21411.

0350  An officer made a traffic stop on Stroop at Glenheath and arrested Jake A. Hawkins, w/m/31, on a warrant. 19-21414.

0500  An officer located an intox. male at Stroop and Ackerman. Kaleb J. Wofford, b/m/21, was arrested for disord. cond/pub. intox. 19-21416.

Sunday May 26, 2019

1646  An officer stopped a vehicle at Woodman and Patterson and arrested Tommy L. Sims, w/m/69, for OVI. 19-21476.

1820  An officer stopped a vehicle on Eureka Dr and arrested Brandon N. Crute, w/m/29, for felony drug possession. 19-21458.

1822  An officer responded to 1259 Westcliff on an intox. subject. Wilson A. Lyons, w/m/35, was arrested for disord. cond./pub. intox. and an active warrant. 19-21486.

0152  An officer stopped a vehicle at 2901 Wilmington Pk and arrested Heather N. Kelley, w/f/34, on OVI. 19-21540.

0235  An officer stopped a vehicle on Patterson at Dixie and arrested Melissa M. McDaniel, w/f/38, on a warrant. She was also charged with possessing drug paraphernalia. 19-21542.